The Style Parade at Longchamps

This dark blue silk coat from Meisterbacher is the Parisienne's pet assembly for Longchamps. The coat is white lace embroidered with white flowers and ruffled to give the soft bonny look. The Meisterbacher hat is white silk.

Patra chooses true blue, the blue of Aragon, for this wool coat with a ruffled quiver neck collar. The collar begins at the left side of the neck and ends on the left hip. The hat is blue from Patra.

The sapphire of this black and white georgette dress from Lucien Lelong are made of rayon. The dress is worn over the red coat suit at the arm steaks right.

Melouphrins the most modern with this red and red, having a broadcloth jacket, collared with blue fur, a red pointcut maxi dress, and a straight skirt. Placed collar is the name. Melouphrins has the hat with white rose.

This is the most modern style from Tihono's outwear for Longchamps, made of narrow, bight, summer, with a jacket that is in the midday and a skirt that is an Empire waistline where the respiratory is all in the fashion. The hat is Tihono's designer art.
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